Abstract: As a system of signs or of signifying practices aimed at engaging with another system of signs and of signifying practices, the one belonging to the stage, the performance text found its postdramatic equivalent in visual dramaturgy. The critical attention is directed at the image or at the perceived relationship between body, space, sound, light and objects. The mission of visual dramaturgy is represented by the association between the viewer and what is being viewed, the semiotics of the visual, post-narratology, the phenomenology of the body or of the gaze, serving a single aim: organising the action in order to have it performed.
Dramatic literature finds its justification in performance. The specific nature of dramatic literature consists in the reality constructed by the author through interior and exterior images, dramatic composition, subject-matter and dramatic conflict, through the structure of dialogue and monologue, through the character converted into type, hero, antihero, prototype, archetype.
A dramatic script is a theatre universe in its text form, a literary structure based on several dramaturgy principles: the separation of roles, dialogues, dramatic tension, character action, space/time directions.
Some studies have tried to define the predeterminations that influence the author before the staging of a text -the constraints of the era, the vision of space and time, the dramaturgic storyboard -and the dramatic text appears firstly as a reality that can be perceived in its materiality and musicality, rather than the mere signifier of something else.
The first and most obvious signs of departure from the text, of emancipation from the supremacy of the auctorial mould, became visible with Meyerhold, in the early 20 th century -the characters' moods were not expressed in the tone of voice, the text was recited in a colourless tone; in his theatre, based eminently on movement, everything was targeting sight, the dramatic action was transformed into pure dynamism. The text would turn into a mere pretext for the director to create a theatrical universe outside the author's given structure. As a director -and therefore the author of the performance -he was assuming the right to rework the work; of the 19 plays he staged, seven were reworked. Such violent deviations -which, on the other hand, were proof of an extraordinary visual imagination -were criticised and labelled by some of the critics of the era as formalist experiments take to extremes.
Nowadays, contemporary theatre practice no longer involves the existence of a text created with the purpose of being performed on stage, and the interest has been deflected towards non-dramatic material, in which the rules of classic dramaturgy are upended and in which new models of writing are proposed, with specific narrative dynamics.
Form tends to obey content and to bring back into conversation the term coined by Umberto Eco in relation to the open work, a territory open to the world, to interdisciplinarity. "In order to be defined, the object must be related back to the total series of which, by virtue of being one possible apparition, it is a member. In this way the traditional dualism between being and appearance is replaced by a straight polarity of finite and infinite, which locates the infinite at the very core of the finite. This sort of 'openness' is at the heart of every act of perception. It characterizes every moment of our cognitive experience." 1 Hans-Thies Lehmann uses the term postdramatic in order to designate the present current in contemporary theatre which is obviously disassociating itself from the notion of drama in the diachronic sense of action. A script that fixates on the here and now, on detail and the everyday, but also on universality, otherness, globalisation.
Postdramatic theatre reunites all contemporary theatre performances, departing from the classic dramatic model, which it deconstructs. Text becomes thus an instrument, among all others, an instrument which operates through words, but which engages space and corporality to the same extent.
The occurrence of this flaw in the cohesive force that unites the dramatic text with the stage, in the congeniality of the two essential elements of performance, is also reflected in the relationship between the director and the playwright. The two no longer work in a relationship of mutuality, as the functions in contemporary theatre have variable geometries and these matrices are capable of transfer, while the characters, although they continue to belong to the author, are manoeuvred by the director's semiotics.
Technology makes possible everything that the imagination dictates, the creators' worlds become differentiated and drift apart, the dramatic text morphs under the action of a distinct vision, of the message of an individual consciousness.
The text is a system of signs or signifying practices meant to engage with another system of signs and of signifying practices, the one belonging to the stage. It can therefore be stated that the relationship between the dramatic text and the stage text is complementary, competitive or conflicting, but it is never a relationship of obedience or pre-eminence. The constitutive segments of a theatre production become autonomous and the artists become specialised, the positive consequence being the diversification of the dramaturgic axes of creation, and, therefore, a multitude of resulting performance variables.
Theatre moves its exploration laboratories from the table of the first reading to the stage, and from the stage to unconventional spaces, inviting the spectators to join in the search for the meaning of the dramatic plot. The search becomes a collective one, and it is also included in the performance, the main aim being to refresh the relation between the spectator and the spectacle, to privilege the visual, the gaze. The continuum text/author-directorperformance no longer works today, and textocentrism 2 is losing ground, as On the other hand, at some points in the contemporary evolution of dramaturgy we find the situation in which the creation process becomes the actual material of the performance, the text is produced "on sight", it is in progress, being written together with the company of actors, and the emphasis is on improvisation and on the actor's right to fight their positioning in the show. Devising theatre (collaboration -collective creation), specific to the alternative, independent, experimental, socio-political and community theatre, means, in this case, a shift of authority from the written text to other artists in the theatre and to a shared artistic leadership where a shared source and a shared responsibility exist.
In an attempt to provide a complete definition of contemporary dramaturgy, Joseph Danan 4 proposed a division dictated by its very status. The first layer is the creation itself, the dramatic structure, the second is represented by the semiological vicinities (meanings, idiolect, subtext, referential framework), and the third, which covers the first two, is generated by the process of shifting the text matter towards performance. He speaks of a plural visual dramaturgy, that of corporal modelling, of sound, stage design, light design, of exponential dramaturgical perspectives that serve a single purpose:
organising the action in order to have it performed.
Visual dramaturgy and media dramaturgy -the latter being created by the collection of meta-performance technologies -move away from the mimetic representation of reality, but theatricality preserves its duality intact, despite the segmentation undergone by the dramatic matter: it is, on the one hand, real, because it is tangible, but it is also fictional, because it represents a reality that is external to it.
Organisation for staging applies to all texts, and nowadays is the mission of the dramaturge, who (at least in German-speaking countries, since There exists a vocabulary, a grammar, maybe even a semantic of colours, 9 Maaike teaches at the Drama Studies Department of the Utrecht University; she developed this theory on visual dramaturgy in her work Visuality in the Theatre: The Locus of Looking (2008). 10 A branch of semiotics that studies the aims, effects and implications of the use of linguistic structures by speakers.
